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ANNEX 11
Report of IBSSA Czech Republic (CZ)

Ladies and gentlemen,

Let me greet on behalf of the IBSSA CZ and its President Dr. Alexandr CACH the 9th International Congress of IBSSA, and also
I am very pleased to take part in this prestigeous meeting, at which I personally participate for the first time. In our report, we
would like to briefly inform you about the most significant activities, which have been implemented by IBSSA CZ as well as
those planned for 2004.
Summary of last year and VIP protection
During this year, IBSSA CZ took part in the organisation of several cultural events, such as the very popular Rock festival
called Masters of Rock, which was attended by number of well known artists of rock music. Graddo-IBSSA CZ has also
provided a complex of superb services, such as physical and technical guarding or personal advisory services when organizing
also other concerts such as that of Halloween or the heavy metal legend Manowar. Services provided by IBSSA CZ during the
security arrangement of concerts of Manowar proved a high above-standard level. The frontman of the group Joye de Mayo
confirmed in many interviews that it was a real success of IBSSA CZ and the IBSSA brand. According to this statement,
Manowar have not encountered such security and background in Europe yet. Together with business relations by and between
IBSSA CZ – the president of the IBSSA CZ and the Manowar group – there has also developed personal friendship. During the
consequent tour of the group in central and eastern Europe, the IBSSA CZ will exclusively arrange all and any services for the
group.
As the Czech Republic is a favourite destination of several VIP people, from the domain of politics or showbusiness, the
background for provision of such above-standard services continues the fact that the IBSSA CZ provides security programs in
the spehre of electronic warding of objects, transport of valuable deliveries, personal protection of VIP guests, standard
services in legal and psychological consulting services, medicine services for health improvement, etc. These complex services
also include arrangement of concerts, parties and excort services during tours of art bodies. Thanks to the complexity, the
IBSSA CZ reaches synergising effects now jointly used by the group Manowar within the scope of their tour. There also
applies the agreement on mutual promotion of the brands IBSSA and Manowar. On the basis of this agreement, the brand
appears in many elements of the group presentation and their clips on TV and video networks.
The response of the Manowar group to the services of IBSSA CZ showed further possibilities of co-operation in protection
against paparazzi, use of our bodyguards as security and personal secretaries or protection of tours of other leading groups,
etc.
Training camps
Many of the groups showed their interest in participation in the training camp s of the IBSSA CZ. There they can see new life
style, an opportunity for relaxation, personal improvement so as they can better manage the risks and so they can do more for
their personal protection and security. These training camps are intended for enterpreneurs, VIPs and other extremly exposed
persons with necessity to relax in a modern adrenaline form while increasing and improving their security potential. The camps
specialise in training of survival in combat conditions, physical preparation, resistance, persistence with simulation of the most
demanding load, fighting techniques, psychological preparation and resistance, resistance towards stress, close combat,
orientation in terrain, etc.
The courses are organised as private training camps with consulting activities and they are connected with health support
programmes, teaching of crisis situation solutions and a complex line of security techniques. In case of individual or group
interest, there is a possibility to arrange other concrete special programs.

Within the scope of the camps, the IBSSA CZ provides the businessmen and VIPs with extensive personal and security
consulting services providing responses to such questions as: how to continue the development after the camp termination and
how to become less vulnerable, how to develop one´s mental and physical pre-assumptions for protection and security, how to
secure one´s flat and property in the best possible way, which security equipment to purchase, how to solve the selection of
the personal gun and how to protect oneself in case of superiority of the rival and his equipment, how to use individual security
and protection techniques and generally, how to proceed in specific situations. This also includes evaluation of aggressor´s
motivation and how to distinguish the individual levels of exposure and how to include personal security interventions and
security prevention.
Ralen
Recently, we have also bought a majority share of the developmental company called Ralen, which specializes in development
and research of safety appliances. The first most significant result of such co-operation is the implementation of the industrial
production of the perimetric cable system of protection, entitled GRAS 1. Using this product, several airports, prisons or state
and private premises, hospitals, etc. both in the Czech Republic as well as abroad are already protected.
For the protection of the Shenghen Border after the entrance of the Czech Republic to the European Union, a new device is
being developed, based on the principle of reading of the magnetic field identifying living organisms in both enclosted as well
as open space. This device is recently in the phase of prototypes and certification. IBSSA CZ has already increased its team of
peak specialists from the field of electronic safety systems, who concentrate their attention on the protection of properties of
important VIP personnel of politics and showbusiness. For this particular device, which is currently being under preparation, we
have all significant certifications. Perimeter is also internationally patented and we would like to offer the sole business
representation to the IBSSA participants from abroad.
New Headquarters
For the 2004, the presumption is that the Headquarters of IBSSA CZ is going to move to the new administrative building, which
consists of 150 offices, conference hall and also there are going to be developmental laboratories. The adjacent land is planed
to be used for the creation of another training camp, for the co-operation with the security bodies of our region has developed
in such extent, that there has been agreed, in co-operation with the police of the Czech Republic, the formation new and specific
fast-deployment unit, called the PARAMEDIC TEAM.
In the premices of the Graddoland training centre, the new modern 40 metres large shooting range is being finished, enabling the
training in several disciplines. Here, we would like to orginise the world championship in combat shooting next year in October
2004.
Tyson
Last, but definitelly not least, I would like to mention the most prestigious and high spot event in 2004, which is already
confirmed from the American side from the promoter and manager of the boxer legend Mike Tyson, Anthony Demetrius Brown.
It will be at first several weeks preparation of exactly Mike Tyson in the Graddoland centre and afterwards the organization and
arrangement of two matches – first will take place in Prague and the second in Moscow. All this longterm event is going to be
arranged, secured and safeguarded by the IBSSA CZ specialists. As for the promotion of this event, our subsidiary company
Pragokoncert will be in charge. All proposals and documentation concerning this event, including photos from negotiatins with
Mr. Brown will be at the disposal of Ms. Erika MACSÁRI.
The co-operation with the American businessman Anthony Demetrius Brown, who is willing to establish a joint venture with
Graddo in the Czech Republic, has developed in such extent that the IBSSA CZ specialists are going to provide for the whole
services in films shooting, which has Mr. Brown, as the owner of independent film studios in Las Vegas, already started in
Prague. We suppose that it will cover the provision of security and guarding services for several film stars, directors and
prominent personalities of business.
Finally, ladies and gentlemen, let me, please express my cordial thanks especially to Prof. George POPPER – President of IBSSA
– for the up to present support and wonderful co-operation in many aspects. Let me also assure you on behalf of Dr. Alexandr
CACH that IBSSA CZ will continue the highly professional, complex and innovative aims so as to become an important standby of the IBSSA association and event of its individual national members.
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